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PageIntroduction 

The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) became law on July 26, 1990. Its purpose was to 
remove physical and other barriers affecting the estimated 43 million Americans who have 
some form of disability and, in effect, to fully integrate disabled persons into the work and 
social environment. Since the ADA is federal civil right legislation, authority for 
enforcement of its provisions lies with the U.S. Department of Justice and the federal courts.

State Assembly Bill 1077, which was passed into law on January 1, 1993, required revisions 
to state access laws for the purpose of integrating the more restrictive requirements of the 
ADA. California law was required to be strengthened where it was weaker than the ADA and 
was retained where it provided more protection/accessibility than the ADA. The revised Title 
24, after "certification" by the Department of Justice, would result in a single comprehensive 
document that would satisfy the model code, state code, and the federal accessibility 
requirements.

On March 5, 1993 the California State Building Commission approved the formal regulations 
adoption of disabled access requirements, which consisted of the incorporation of the more 
restrictive ADA requirements, for commercial projects and publicly-funded living 
accommodations, hotels, and motels. These new revised state regulations, Title 24, had a 
publication date of October 1, 1993 with an effective date for enforcement by local building 
departments of April 1, 1994.
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PageIntroduction
State Legislation:

The State of California Access Laws which govern the access
requirements for enforcement by the Building Official consist of the
Government Code and the Health and Safety Code.

1. The Government Code is the state legislation applicable to public buildings and
facilities with access requirements adopted in 1968.

2. The Health and Safety Code is the state legislation applicable to privately
funded buildings and facilities with access requirements adopted in 1970.

In the legislation, the Office of the State Architect was charged with the
responsibility for developing regulations for access to buildings and facilities.
Until such time as the regulations, later known as Title 24 were developed, the
Government Code adopted, as the access standard, the 1961 edition of the
American Standards Association (ASA) Specifications A117.1, later known as
the American National Standards Institute (ANSI) Specifications. 

State Regulation:
Title 24 of the California Code of Regulations is the regulation for
accessibility that applies to commercial and residential construction.

1. The Office of the State Architect Access Compliance Section (OSA/AC)
developed the access regulations for commercial and residential (hotel, motel, and
dormitory building or complex) construction contained in Title 24. Their
Interpretive Manual was also developed to help implement the regulations.

2. The Department of Housing and Community Development (HCD) developed
the access regulations for apartment and condominium construction contained in
Title 24. Their interpretive manual, New Horizons, was developed to implement
the regulations.

Federal Legislation/Requirements:

1. The ASA (ANSI) Standards were approved on October 31, 1961. These
standards contained six pages of recommendations which provided less than
adequate information on how to make a building accessible. These standards were
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PageIntroduction
published by the National Society for Crippled Children and Adults, Inc. , with the 
permission of the American Standards Association, Inc.

These standards were used in California from March 4, 1972 until July 1, 
1982 as access requirements for all buildings and facilities used by the
public, with the exception of private residences.

2. The Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA) is federal legislation prohibiting
discrimination against disabled individuals which seeks to guarantee equal
opportunities for the disabled in the areas of employment, public accommodations,
transportation, state and local government services, and telecommunications. The
ADA was signed into law on July 26, 1990. The ADA is composed of the
following four title:

I. Employment practices.

II. Public services.

III. Public accommodations and services operated by private entities.

IV. Telecommunications.

Of most interest to building owners, designers, and contractors is Title
III, which includes the removal of architectural barriers where such
removal is "Readily Achievable" and establishes accessibility standards
for new construction and alterations.
The guidelines under Title III became effective on January 26, 1992. For
new construction, the statute refers to facilities designed and constructed
for first occupancy after January 26, 1993.
Enforcement of the ADA is through a complaint procedure to the
Department of Justice and eventually to the courts.

3. The Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act of 1988 (FHAA) is federal
legislation that became effective on March 13, 1991. This Act preempted state
requirements for accessibility in housing for physically disabled wherever the
Federal requirements were more stringent than the state requirements.

The disabled access portion of the Federal Fair Housing Amendments
Act of 1988 applies to multi-family dwellings, including condominiums,
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PageIntroduction
with four or more units, unless either of the following occurs:

1. The development receives a building permit on or before January 13, 1990 and
completes construction under that permit.

2. The development is designed and constructed for first occupancy * on or before
March 13, 1991.

* First occupancy for condominium buildings is the date of first sale.
First occupancy for apartment buildings is the date of first lease or rent.

Local building officials have no authority and are not responsible for
enforcement of the Federal Fair Housing Amendments Act
requirements.
On April 15, 1992, the "Emergency Regulations" of the State of
California that combined portions of the existing state regulations with
the more stringent requirements of the FHAA became effective

I4



PageHistory-Commercial
Mar 4, 1972 Effective date of disabled access requirements (1961 ASA (ANSI)

Standards) for all buildings and facilities used by the public, not
including private residences.

1. Buildings and facilities were required by Statute (Government
Code) to comply with the 1961 ASA (ANSI) Standards until
regulations were developed by the Office of the State Architect
(OSA).

July 1, 1982 Effective date of Title 24 Regulations for commercial facilities.

1. Developed by the Office of the State Architect (OSA).

2. Applicable to commercial and residential (hotel, motel,
dormitory building or complex) construction.

3. Title 24 Regulations are contained in the California
Administrative Code (later referred to as the California Code of
Regulations).

Jan 1, 1983 Effective date of revisions to Title 24 Regulations for commercial
facilities.

1. Miscellaneous changes, the most significant of which was the
lever hardware requirement for existing doors being remodeled or
along a path of travel in buildings undergoing alterations.

Sept 15, 1984 Effective date of revisions to Title 24 Regulations for commercial
facilities.

1. Miscellaneous changes, the most significant of which related to
requirements for plumbing, elevators, stairs, and landings at doors.
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PageHistory-Commercial
Jan 1, 1990 Effective date of revisions to Title 24 Regulations for commercial

facilities.

1. Miscellaneous changes, the most significant of which related to
requirements for elevators, disabled parking stall identification,
lavatory, grab bar, and water closet locations, and assembly seating
and listening devices.

Apr 1, 1994 Effective date of revisions to Title 24 Regulations for commercial
facilities.

1. Adopted by the State Building Standards Commission on March
5, 1993.

2. Published by the International Conference of Building Officials
(IBO) on October 1, 1993.

3. Includes the 1992 amendments to the 1991 Uniform Building
Code (UBC) as mandated by Statue (Health and Safety Code).

4. Integrated into Title 24 those portions of the federal Americans
With Disabilities Act (ADA) that were either more stringent than
the state Title 24 Regulations, or that contained requirements that
were not found in the state Title 24 Regulations.

5. Chapter/section format revised similar toUBC format with the
majority of the access requirements relocated into the new Chapter
31 A.

I6
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PageHistory-Apartments
Dec 9,1982 The State Building Standards Commission approved the

adaptability and accessibility regulations for apartment houses with
a cost cap of $1,000 per applicable unit.

Dec 19,1983 Amendments to the applicability of the regulations, approved by the
State Building Standards Commission:
1.  Cost cap reduced from $1,000 to $600 per applicable unit.
2.  Applicable to five or more dwelling units on the same site.
3.  Condominium buildings were exempt.
 

Sep 15,1984 “Cost cap” regulations went into effect.

Jan 1, 1990 Amendments to the regulations became effective.  The major items
approved by commission  were:
1.  The cost cap was repealed.
2.  Five percent of all apartment buildings on site were to fully
comply with the access and adaptability regulations.
3.  All other accessible units would be required to provide twelve
mandatory features.
4.  Condominium buildings were exempt.

Mar 13, 1991 The housing provisions of the Federal Housing Amendments Act of
1988 became effective with enforcement by HUD.

Apr 15, 1992 The California Building Standards Commission emergency
regulations became effective.  The major items were:
1.  Applicable to four or more units in one building.
2.  All units at ground floor levels were to comply with the access
regulations.
3.  Applicable to condominium buildings.

Jul 15, 1993 California multi-family Disabled Access Regulations became
effective.

2004 Chapter 11A in 2002 Los Angeles Building Code based on 2001
California Building Code is currently in effect.
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Accessibility for Existing Buildings

Per Section 1134B.2
Accessibility is required for all existing buildings 
(including historical) and the following must comply:
1. The area of specific alteration, structural repair

or addition

2. A primary entrance to the building or facility.

3. The primary path of travel to the specific area 
of alterations, structural repair or addition.

4. Sanitary facilities serving the area.

5. Drinking fountains serving the area.

6. Public phones serving the area.
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PageExceptions
Per Section 1134.B.2.1

There are four exceptions:
1. The accumulated improvement valuation 

within a three- year period shall not exceed
the valuation threshold of $101,000 
(Jan/2004)  See page I  10.

3.   Alterations to remove barriers.  See page I  12.

4. Projects consisting of maintenance and 
cosmetic work.  See page I 13.

I9

2. Non-elevator buildings built before July 1, 
1982 with  a permit valuation > $101,000.
See page I  11.

NOTE: Publicly funded buildings, emergency
offices, lease spaces for government offices 
must comply.  Exception 1& 2 listed above
do not apply to government offices.
See Section 101.17.11.1(1.2)for more information.



PageException 1
The accumulated improvement valuation 
within a three year period shall not exceed
the valuation threshold of $101,000 (1/2004)

• The proposed work must be performed by the 
same tenant in the same tenant space within a 
three- year period.

• If an “Unreasonable Hardship” determination is
made and if the cost of providing upgrades  
outside of the area of alteration, structural repair,
or addition exceeds 20% of the project cost, only 
20% of the project construction cost needs to be 
spent on the following items (in the order listed):

a. An accessible entrance to the building or facility
b. An accessible path of travel to the area of alteration
c. Accessible sanitary facilities
d. Accessible drinking fountains
e. Additional accessible elements such as parking,

storage and alarms.

I10



PageException 2

• Even though  the cost of  alteration, structural 
repair, or addition exceeds $101,000, only 20% of
the project valuation needs to be spent on the 
accessibility improvements outside the area of 
remodel.

• For example, if the valuation for a T.I located on 
the 2nd floor of a non-elevator building (that was
built prior to July 1, 1982) is $250000, the applicant 
must spend a minimum of $50,000 ($250,000 x20%)
on accessibility improvements outside the area of 
remodel as outlined in Exception 1.

The applicant does not have to upgrade ALL
elements along the path of travel.

Non-elevator buildings built before July 1, 
1982 with  a permit valuation > $101,000.

I11



PageException 3 I12

The following are examples of alterations, structural repairs or
additions solely for the purpose of removing barriers.  Accessibility 
improvements need not extend beyond the limited to the actual 
scope of the project.   However, all work must comply with the 
provisions of this Code.

• When altering ONE building entrance
• When altering ONE toilet facility
• When altering existing elevators 
• When altering existing steps
• When altering existing handrails

• Installing accessible ramps
• Making curb cuts in sidewalks and entrances
• Widening doors
• Installing accessible door hardware
• Installing grab bars in toilet stalls
• Rearranging toilet partitions to increase 

maneuvering space.

The following examples are a few commonly encountered alteration projects
from exception 3.6 and 3.7. (See exception 3.6 for a complete listing).

Alterations to Remove Barriers
(Section 1134B.2.1, Exception #3)

• Altering existing parking lots by resurfacing and/ or restriping
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• Heating, ventilation, air conditioning, reroofing

• Electrical work not involving placement of  switches and receptacles

• Cosmetic work such as painting and carpeting

• Installation of equipment (no structural calculations).  

Note: the installation of carpet still needs to comply with Section 1124B.3.

Examples:

Projects consisting of maintenance and 
cosmetic work:

If carpet or carpet tile is used on a ground or floor surface, it shall be securely attached; have a firm cushion, pad or
backing or no cushion or pad; and have a level loop, textured loop, level cut pile, or level cut/uncut pile texture.  The
maximum pile height shall be 1/2".  Exposed edges of carpet shall be fastened to floor surfaces and have trim along
the entire length of the exposed edge.  Carpet edge trim shall comply with Section 1124B.2.  

 (1124B.3, Fig 11B-7B(b)
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This valuation may differ from the permit 
valuation.   The Project Valuation is the actual 

construction cost (i.e. painting, carpeting, 
consulting fees, etc.  can be excluded).
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PageHardship Exemption Form
1. Creating an attachment in PCIS and attaching the original  form to the permit (for the 
cashier).

2. Attaching one copy to the plans (do not staple onto the plans).

3. Giving  a copy to the applicant.

Completed forms shall be processed by :
I21



PageVisual Index -Parking 

2222

1717

2323 2424

1919

1414

2828
All entrances to and vertical clearances 
within the parking structures shall have a 
minimum vertical clearance of 8’-2” to an 
accessible parking spaces.  (The 8’2” 
clearance is not only required to the van 
stall but all accessible stalls). 

Accessible parking spaces shall be so 
located that persons with disabilities are 
not compelled to wheel or walk behind 
parked cars other than their own.
See page I 26

1818

Accessible van stalls must have a loading
area on the passenger side of the vehicle.
See page I  23

In a tandem parking situation, specially 
equipped handicap cars requires them to be 
self parked furthest away from the driveway.
See page I 24

Accessible parking shall be provided for
BOTH onsite and offsite parking spaces.   

2020

I22
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PageHandicap Van Parking Stalls

Accessible van parking 
space must have the 
loading and unloading 
aisle on the passenger 
side of the parking stall.

I23
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PageHandicap Van Parking Stalls

Specially equipped cars  
for disabled driver.
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Required
Backup dist.DAS does not 

check parking 
parameters 
from the 
Zoning Code

Valet drivers can not 
operate these specially
equipped car, therefore, 
in tandem parking situations,
the accessible stall must be 
the one furthest away from 
the driveway.

I24

DAS checks for: 
• the number of 
accessible stalls
• min. 9’ wide stall
• min. 18’ stall depth
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CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTRA OFFICE MEMORANDUM

Date: June 8, 2001

To: Disabled Access Plan Check, Counter Plan Check Engineering and
Structural Plan Check Engineering Personnel

From: Christina Yee
Disabled Access Section

RE: PRIMARY PATH OF TRAVEL STAMP (Revision of September 29, 1993-
memo)

Section 1134B of the California Building Code (1998 edition), specifies that the primary path of
travel to the specific area of alteration, structural repair or addition, and sanitary facilities,
drinking fountains and public telephones serving the area shall comply with all provisions of
Division I, New Buildings.

Providing a primary path of travel to the area of alteration, addition or structural repair is
required, and is to be verified in the field by the building inspectors. When the plans do not
accurately reflect the site conditions, the result is delays in construction, for the applicant must
return to plan check and obtain approval for plan revisions that show a conforming path of travel. 
The delays can be avoided if the project designer verifies that a fully conforming path of travel is
provided prior to submitting plans for a building permit, and this information is included on the
plans.

Therefore, the project designer will be responsible for demonstrating that a conforming path of
travel is provided at the project site.  When reviewing plans for compliance with disabled access
regulations, plan check personnel are to continue implementing the following procedure:

1. Check to see that the path of travel from the public way or accessible parking space to the
area of remodel is clearly indicated on the plans by use of arrows (ÿÿÿ ). 

2. Place the following stamp on the sheet of the plans that shows the path of travel and on
the back of the permit application.  Obtain the signature of the person responsible for the
project design and verify that the information required by the stamp is completed.  

PRIMARY PATH OF TRAVEL
I certify that the primary path of travel to the area of alteration from the public way or
 accessible parking space as indicated on the plans does not include steps or a slope
 exceeding  1:20  except where access is provided by a ramp with  1:12  maximum
slope or accessible elevator.  I understand that if the primary path of travel is found not
to be as indicated, significant delays may result.

Signature__________________________________________________ Position_______________________________
Print Name________________________________________________ Date___________________________________

Path of travel
Path of travel for alterations to an existing building can either be from the street or from an accessible parking stall.  
This interpretation is from a memo by Ron Shigeta dated 9/29/93. Secondly, this Path of Travel stamp must appear 
on all site plans showing the path of accessibility for a person in a wheel chair.

I25



PageLocations of Accessible Stalls

x

A person in a wheel chair can
not travel immediately behind
another parked vehicle other
than their own car.

Wheel chairs can
travel behind parked
cars provided there 
is sufficient viewing
distance.

Path of travel does not 
have to be restricted to 
within the property lines 
provided that the public 
enters the building along 
that same route.

Cross slope for any path
of travel is 2% max.  However,
the slope required for proper
drainage is min. 2%, therefore, 
just specify 2% on the plans.
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PagePath of Travel I27

To summarize:
A “path of travel”for an existing 
building shall lead from the public way 
or a accessible parking stall to the area 
of alteration, and also the sanitary facilities, 
drinking fountains & phones serving 
this area of construction. Furthermore, this 
path shall, to the maximum extent feasible,
coincide with the route for the general
public and shall not pass through any
kitchens, storage rooms, restrooms, 
closets or other spaces used for similar
purposes.

To summarize:
A “path of travel”for an existing 
building shall lead from the public way 
or a accessible parking stall to the area 
of alteration, and also the sanitary facilities, 
drinking fountains & phones serving 
this area of construction. Furthermore, this 
path shall, to the maximum extent feasible,
coincide with the route for the general
public and shall not pass through any
kitchens, storage rooms, restrooms, 
closets or other spaces used for similar
purposes.



PagePath of travel

Not an acceptable
path of travel

Path of travel
alternative #1

Path of travel
alternative #2

Scenario #1:
Remodeling the 1st floor office.  The project valuation is less than $101,000. 
(The restrooms are on the ground floor level)

Since this path leads thru a private 
office space, it is not a path that 
“coincide with the route for the general 
public (Section 1114B.1.2)”, therefore, 
it is not an acceptable path of travel.

Restrooms

Since the construction cost is less than $101,000 the applicant 
can apply for a 20% hardship exemption and provide upgrades 
(along the path of travel) in this order of importance :
1. An accessible entrance
2. An accessible route to the altered area
3. At least one accessible restroom for each sex
4. Accessible telephones
5. Accessible drinking fountains, and
6. Additional accessible elements such as parking, storage and alarms.

These stairways do not need to 
comply since they are not within 

the path of travel.
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PagePath of travel

Path of travel
alternative #1

Path of travel
alternative #2

Scenario #2:
Remodeling the 1st floor office.  The project valuation is more than $101,000. 
(The restrooms are on the ground floor)

Restrooms

All of the following elements along the path of travel must comply :
1. An accessible entrance
2. An accessible route to the altered area
3. At least one accessible restroom for each sex
4. Accessible telephones
5. Accessible drinking fountains, and
6. Additional accessible elements such as parking, storage and alarms.

These stairways do not need to 
comply since they are not within 

the path of travel.

This elevator does
not need to comply
since it is not 
within the path
of travel

These restrooms are 
to be upgraded if they 
are not in compliance.
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Path of travel
alternative #2

Scenario #3:
Remodeling the 1st floor office.  The project valuation is more than $101,000. 
(The restrooms are on the mezzanine floor level).

This stairways needs to be replaced by a ramp or lift since it is within  
both paths of travel to the restrooms.  A second alternative is to build a 
new restroom on the ground floor to serve this area of remodel.

Mezz. 
restrooms

This stairway is an obstruction along the
the path of travel if Alternative  #1  
is selected.  The stairway should be 
replaced by a ramp or a lift.

All of the following elements along the path of travel must comply :
1. An accessible entrance
2. An accessible route to the altered area
3. At least one accessible restroom for each sex
4. Accessible telephones
5. Accessible drinking fountains, and
6. Additional accessible elements such as parking, storage and alarms.

Path of travel
alternative #1

I30



PagePath of Travel
Scenario #4:
Remodeling the 2nd floor office.  The project valuation is more than $101,000. 
(The restrooms are on the ground floor)

Restrooms
Path of travel
alternative #1

Path of travel
alternative #2

This stairway does not need to comply if Alt. #1 is 
selected. However, this stairway is an obstruction 
along the path of travel if Alternative  #2  is 
selected and should be replaced by a ramp or a lift.

If there is an elevator in a multi-story 
building, that elevator will always
serve as the path of travel for 
construction work on the floors above.

If there are no elevators, then 
the path of travel shall lead thru
the stairways to the second floor.
The stairway would have
to be improved for accessibility.
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PageVisual index -Doors

9292

106106

9595

101101

102102

100100

100100

105105

9797 9898

103103

110110

How is this 
32”

measured ?
See page I  34

What if this is a 24” 
thick wall, how would 

the strike edge 
clearance be affected?

See page I  36

What if there isn’t enough 
maneuvering space 
adjacent to the strike side 
of the door ?   See page I 38

No threshold or max. ½”

at 30” – 44”.

I33

What if there isn’t 
a 4’ landing space 
on the push side?
See page I  35



PageAlt. details for 32” Clearance

The use of specialty 
hinges can increase
the doorway clearance.

Door hardware can 
project into the minimum
32” clear opening.

I34



PageAlt. details for the 48” landing I35

x

x

This detail has been 
modified to include 
a wall and to 
illustrate this 44” 
landing is only 
acceptable for 
approach from the 
latch side of the 
door. 

This detail has been 
modified to show 
that this door 
without latch and 
closer can be 
accessible from 
both direction.  
(The Code states 
that it is only 
accessible from the 
hinge side).

Door Closer

Door Latch
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This is an interpretation from 
the Division of State Architect. 
There are no code sections
that specify a max. 4" reach
for the door handle.

101101

100100

102102
9797
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Page
Alternatives for Door Swing Clearances

For the 18” or 24” pull side
clearance problems:

• Provide an automatic door opener   
(a modification will be required).

• Use a pocket door 
For the 12” push side clearance 

problems:
• Provide a “push open” assembly   

(ie. panic hardware).
• Remove a latch or a closer        

(note: corridor doorways require 
both latch and closer).

• Provide an automatic door opener   
(a modification will be required).

• Use a pocket door.

I38



PageDoors in Series or Vestibules

After opening the first 
door, the user does not
have enough maneuvering 
space to open the second
door.

100100
8989

102102

100100 8989

101101

101101102102

I39
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Ramps   -Visual Index

Max. slo
pe = 1:12

Cross slope= 1 :50

6161 6262 6363
65656161 6262 6363 5959

6565

66,7066,70

6666

6565

5959
6060

Min. 42” plus the door
swing when the door

opens onto the landing

60” Min. when 
no doors swings 
onto the landing

Max. slope =1 :12 Cross slope

= 1 :50

Landing not to

Exceeding 30” 

Vertical rise

Onto next page
For more 

landing details

60”     36”    48” check applicability

Ramps are required if the slope of pathway is greater than 1:20.

I40 
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Doorways at RampLandings

Ramp up

R
am

p 
up

Ramp up

Ramp Down

R
am

p 
D

ow
n

Ramp Down

24”

gr
ea

te
r t

ha
n 

60
”

6767 6767 6868

6666

60
”

greater than 60” greater than 60”

greater than 72”
greater than 72”

60
”

gr
ea

te
r t

ha
n 

72
”

24”

7171

MIN. 24” FOR 
EXTERIOR

MIN. 18” FOR INTERIOR
& 24” FOR EXTERIOR 
DOORS

I41
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Interpretation: Doors at Ramp Landings

a) 42” is required in the direction parallel with 
the slope of  the ramp.

12. Doors in any position shall not reduce the
minimum dimension of the ramp landing to
less than 42" and shall not reduce the
required width by more than 3" when fully
open. 
(1133B.5.4.3 & 1003.3.4.4, Fig.11-B-39&39)

I42
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Handrails
Does the ramp 
Slope exceeds 

1:20  ?

Is this an exterior 
door landing with:  

a rise < 6” or  
a run of 72”

Provide  a 
guide curb or 
wheel guide 

Is there a vertical 
drop exceeding 4” 

No 
handrails 
required

No guide 
curbs or 
wheel 
guide 

required

Is the landing 
surface bounded 

by a wall or 
fence?

Is the ramp 
longer than 10’ ?

No 
handrails 
required

Handrails 
are 

required

Yes

Yes  

Yes

YES

Con’t

N
o 

No

Is the ramp 
surface 

bounded by a 
wall or fence?

N
o 

No  
NO

Yes  No guide 
curbs or 
wheel 
guide 

required
Yes

No  

Con’t

Con
’t

x x
x

Fence/ wall

FOR RAMPS 
START HERE

AA

BB

BB CC

CC

AA

A. Handrails are required on ramps that provide
access if ramp slope exceeds 1’ rise in 20’ of
horizontal run, except that at exterior door 
landings, handrails are not required on ramps 
less than 6” rise or 72” in length.  

(1133B.5.5.1)
Provide a guide curb, minimum of 2” in 
height or a wheel guide, centered 3” +/- 1” 
above the ramp or landing  surface if:

B. the landing exceeds a 4” vertical drop and 
not bounded by a wall or fence.

also
C. the ramp exceeds 10’ in length  and  

not bounded by a wall or fence
(1133B.5.4.9 & 1133B.5.6)

Con’t

START HERE FOR 
LANDINGS

I43
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PageStairways
135135

134134135135

140140

141141

I44

Grooves embedded into 
the concrete are NOT 
consider an equivalent 
form of providing 
contrasting colors.

BeforeAfter
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PageElevatorsPublicly funded 
structures and 
government 
leased offices as 
defined in 
Section 101.17.11 
can not use this 
exception.

See next page
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PageElevators

The “rule of thumb” for a 
“reasonable portion” is 25%
of the area for any use 
located on above or below the
ground floor.

384384

384384

384384

384384
For example:  proposed mezzanine 
for new storage space in an existing
restaurant.  The ground floor must 
have 25% of the mezzanine area 
for storage to be exempt from 
installing an elevator or a lift.
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52" CLR

42
" 

C
LR

32
" 

C
LE

A
R

DOOR MUST 
SWING OUTWARD

60" x 60"
LANDING

60
" 

x 
60

"
LA

N
D

IN
G

MOTOR
/RAILS

HANDICAP LIFT  - TOP VIEW
FRONT AND SIDE ACCESS

H
EI

G
H
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F 
TO

W
ER

42
" 

G
A

TE

EN
C

LO
SU

R
E

ELEVATION

MOTOR
/RAILS

60" x 60"
LANDING48" CLR

36
" 

C
LR

DOOR MUST 
SWING OUTWARD

60" x 60"
LANDING

DOOR MUST 
SWING OUTWARD

32
" 

C
LR

HANDICAP LIFT  - TOP VIEW
FRONT AND BACK ACCESS

Handicap Lifts
Path of travel in existing 
buildings between two 
landings having a vertical 
difference greater than 
12 feet must be 
accomplished by means 
of an elevator.

287287

287287

288288

287287

Lift mounted to stairways
is not acceptable because 
it does not have the 
“sufficient size to accom-
modate large motorized
wheelchairs” 

X
285285

I47
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Page
Restrooms –Single Accommodation

201201

100100

200200

213213

227227

201201

100100

MAX.  8”

ENCROACHMENT

UNDERNEATH THE SINK

MAX.  8”

ENCROACHMENT

UNDERNEATH THE SINK

Modifications that request for private sanitary facility (i.e..
restroom and shower exclusively used by the building owner)
to be exempt from accessibility requirements will no longer 
be granted.

I49
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PageAccessory Fixtures

33
”

33
” 

O
R

 3
6”

 fo
r t

an
k 

 ty
pe

 to
ile

ts

217217

219219

217217

211211

228 228 

224224

227227
227227

212212
213213 214214

Grab bars shall be securely 
attached 33” above and parallel
to the floor, except that where 

a tank –type toilet is used which 
obstructs placement at 33”, the grab 

bar may be as high as 36”.

x

y

If  Y < =24”, then X =30”
If  Y > 24”, then X =36”

223223
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PageMultiple Accommodation

A 56” by 63” clear 
space can be utilized 
in lieu of providing
a 60” circle.

218218
205205

206206

209209

204204

227227
213213

203203

203203

212212

209209

In a restroom with one 
standard accessible stall 
and 5 (or more) regular 
stalls, one regular stall 
shall be 36” wide with 

parallel Grab bars &
a self-closing,  outward 

swinging door. 

210210
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PageWheelchair Transfer

Relocate the sink  28”
away from the toilet

to increase 
accessibility

Max. 8” encroachment
underneath the sink.

I53
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PageHistorical Codes I55

CITY OF LOS ANGELES
INTRA-DEPARTMENTAL CORRESPONDENCE

Date: May 6, 2002

To: Disabled Access Plan Check Staff,
APC and Counter Plan Check Engineers

From: Ewa O’Neal,
Disabled Access Engineer

RE: ACCESSIBILITY IN QUALIFIED HISTORICAL BUILDINGS

This memo clarifies the accessibility requirements  in qualified historical buildings.
Pursuant to Section 1135B of Title 24 California Code of Regulations, the State Historical
Code Part 8 of Title 24 California Code of Regulations shall be applied to “qualified
historical buildings.” 

Qualified Historical Building or Property is defined in Section 8-218 of the  1998
California Historical Building Code (CHBC) as “any building, structure, district or collection
of structures and their associated sites deemed of importance to the history, architecture
of culture of any area by an appropriate local, state or federal governmental jurisdiction...”

These are identified by zoning information files ZI145-XXXX, with the last four digits
designating as a City, State, or Federal historical monument ( City 0-999; State 1000-1999;
Federal 2000-2999.) Buildings/structures under consideration by the Cultural Heritage
Commission for historic listing are identified by numbers 5000 and above.   

Qualified historical buildings are not exempt from the provisions of the State Title 24
Accessibility Regulations.  However, in accordance with Section 8-602 of CHBC which has
been adopted by the City and appears as part of the Chapter 34 in the Los Angeles
Building Code, “the regular code for access for persons with disabilities shall be applied
to qualified historic buildings or properties unless strict compliance with the regular code
will threaten or destroy the historical significance or character-defining features of the
building or property.”  It further stipulates alternative provisions may be used when the
historical significance or character-defining features are threatened.

 



PageHistorical Codes I56

In order for an owner or applicant to utilize these alternative provisions of the CHBC,
the following steps shall be followed by the staff reviewing plans for disabled access
compliance.

1. Verify that the building, structure or site is identified in the City records as being
deemed historic by either a city, state or federal jurisdiction.

2. Review the documentation (for significant or historic features) provided by the
applicant as required per section 8-602.2.
Acceptable documents are:

 a) Letter from the Cultural Heritage Commission (Jay Oren) identifying
the specific significant or historic feature that must be maintained to
preserve the integrity of the qualified historical building, 

b) Letter/report from a building historian identifying the character
defining features and stating the reasons for application of the
alternative provisions.  

Note that the above  documentation needs to be part of the public record (
Microfilm as a PCIS permit application attachment or attach to an approved
modification as part of the justification.)

3. Only alternatives as specified in Section 8-603 can then be utilized pursuant to
Section 8-602.2 item 2.  

 
4. If the specific accessibility requirement is not a preferred alternative listed in

section 8-603, then refer the matter to the Disabled Access Supervisor for
alternative consideration under Sections 8-604 and 8-605 of the CHBC.

5. Any consideration under sections 8-604 and 8-605, will require a public hearing
as specified under section 8-604.3

Please note that the regular provisions of the accessibility requirements also contain
exceptions that can be applied to existing buildings, including qualified historical
buildings.  Note that an owner/applicant must provide the documentation listed above
only if they need to utilize the provisions of CHBC.

Please call Sean or me at (213)977-6279,977-6276 respectively if you have any
questions.
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Requires a Board
hearing

A modification can
be considered.



PageChecklist Items
1. Path of Travel from the parking or public way to primary

entrance.
a. Accessible parking requirements

i. Number of accessible spaces
ii. Van spaces
iii. Location
iv. Path of Travel

b. Ramps 

2. Primary entrances
a. Size of door
b. Hardware
c. Kick plate
d. Threshold
e. Maneuvering clearances.
f. Landing

3. Elevators (at least one elevator must comply with the
following):
a. Add floor numbers to both sides of each elevator jamb.
b. Replace hallway call buttons with buttons that are 1/8"

above the surrounding surface and centered at 42" A.F.F.
c. Replace car control panel buttons as follows:

i. Buttons to be 3/4 and raised 1/8".  White,
illuminated with 5/8" black Arabic numeral.  
Recess the black ringon the call buttons into the
black panel.

ii. Standard Arabic numeral to be to the left of the
control button and raised 1/32".

iii. Braille symbol raised 1/40" to be located
immediately below the numeric character.

iv. A minimum 3/8: clear space shall be provided

I59



PageChecklist Items I60

between rows of control buttons
i. The highest control button is to be centered at 54"

max.
ii. The “Stop” and “Alarm” buttons are to be at a

minimum 35" from the floor.
e. Differentiate audible tone in the elevator lobby for the

different direction of travel.  (i.e. once for up and twice
for down).

f. Add audible sound indicating cab stopping or passing
floors.

g. Emergency intercom systems shall be adjusted for non-
verbal use.  Include emergency procedure instructions.

h. Provide international symbols and Braille on the
telephone panel.

5. Restrooms
a. Entrance door
b. Landings at door
c. Strike edge clearance
d. Door symbols and other signage
e. 60" circle or “T” shaped space (See figure 11B-12)
f. Replacement of fixtures
g. Clear space at urinals, lavatories and toilets
h. Grab bars

6. Public phones
a. Text phones
b. Clear floor ground

7. Drinking fountains
a. Hi/ low
b. Alcove, wing walls or textured floor surface.
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Accessibility  
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Buildings



PageSite Development
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

Playgrounds 
and tennis 
courts are 
accessible by 
means of 
ramps

Mail box kiosk 
to be 
located on an 
accessible 
route

II1



PageAccessible Features

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

II2

4’-0”



PageAccessible Routes of Travel

Elevator

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

II3



PageSite Development

See page II  2

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

II4



PageAccessible Routes of Travel

is

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

II5



PageSite Access
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

II6



PagePath of Travel II7

…accessible means of egress 
shall be provided in the same
number as required for exits by
Chapter 10…

When an exit required by 
Chapter 10 is not accessible
(i.e. a person in a wheelchair 
cannot exit down a stairway)
an area of evacuation assistance
shall be provided.

An area of evacuation assistance
is not required in buildings or 
facilities having a supervised
sprinkler system.



PageVisual Index -Parking 

2222

1717

2323 2424

1919

1414

2828
All entrances to and vertical clearances 
within the parking structures shall have a 
minimum vertical clearance of 8’-2” to an 
accessible parking spaces.  (The 8’2” 
clearance is not only required to the van 
stall but all accessible stalls).  

Accessible parking spaces shall be so 
located that persons with disabilities are 
not compelled to wheel or walk behind 
parked cars other than their own.
See page I 26

1818

Accessible van stalls must have a loading
area on the passenger side of the vehicle.
See page I  23

In a tandem parking situation, specially 
equipped handicap cars requires them to be 
self parked furthest away from the driveway.
See page I 24

Accessible parking shall be provided for
BOTH onsite and offsite parking spaces.   

2020

II8

1818

1414

2121

1515

1313

2626



PageRestrooms –Single Accommodation

201201

100100

200200

213213

227227

201201

100100

MAX.  8”

ENCROACHMENT

UNDERNEATH THE SINK

MAX.  8”

ENCROACHMENT

UNDERNEATH THE SINK

Modifications that request for private sanitary facility (ie.
restroom and shower exclusively used by the building owner)
to be exempt from accessibility requirements will no longer 
be granted.

II9
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PageAccessory Fixtures

33
”

33
” 

O
R

 3
6”

 fo
r t

an
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 ty
pe

 to
ile

ts

217217

219219

217217

211211

228 228 

224224

227227
227227

212212
213213 214214

Grab bars shall be securely 
attached 33” above and parallel
to the floor, except that where 

a tank –type toilet is used which 
obstructs placement at 33”, the grab 

bar may be as high as 36”.

x

y

If  Y < =24”, then X =30”
If  Y > 24”, then X =36”

223223

II10



PageMultiple Accommodation

A 56” by 63” clear 
space can be utilized 
in lieu of providing
a 60” circle.

218218
205205

206206

209209

204204

227227
213213

203203

203203

212212

209209

In a restroom with one 
standard accessible stall 
and 5 (or more) regular 
stalls, one regular stall 
shall be 36” wide with 

parallel Grab bars &
a self-closing,  outward 

swinging door. 

210210

II11



PageCommercial Showers 

Follow the steps as outline below to design the proper 
layout for a commercial shower.

Step #2:
The controls and shower
heads shall be mounted to 
the wall that is perpendicular
to the long side of the
folding seat . (See next  
page)

Step #3:
The long side of the folding seat shall 
always be perpendicular  to the direction of the 
approach.  (See next page).

Commercial showers are the most complicated features to check,
there are three types of showers:

• California Showers (42” x 48”), see page II 13
• Commercial Showers (36” x 60”), see pages II 14-15
• Open Showers, see page II  16

Step #1:
The key is to determine 
whether the shower 
entry way is parallel or 
perpendicular to the path 
of entrance.

II12



PageCalifornia Showers for parallel  approach

42”

245245
The controls and showers are
to be mounted on the side 

wall adjacent  to the seat and 
perpendicular with the entry.

243d243d

243f243f

243b,c243b,c

243d243d
243a243a

239239

239239

This folding seat can be 
of one or two pieces.

(optional)

243a243a

II13

27” max



PageCommercial Showers for perpendicular approach

239239

239239

239239

243f243f 242242

239239

243d243d

243d,f243d,f

243f243f243d243d

243a243a

This is the only shower that
allows a 16” wide folding seat
instead of the “L” shaped seat.

Floor drains do not have
to be at the center of the 

shower floor.

II14



PageCommercial Showers for parallel approach

60” clear
inside dim.

36
” c

le
ar

243d243d

239239

242242

243d,f243d,f

243a243a

243d243d

II15



PageOpen Common Showers

244f244f
244d244d

244b244b

244d244d 244d244d

244f244f

244b244b

244b244b

244a244a

244f244f

II16



PageCommercial Bathtubs
For tubs with 

parallel approach.
For tubs with 

perpendicular Approach.

Is there an
in-tub seat?

Is there an
in-tub seat?

YE
S

YE
S

N
O N
O

(Select one of the following figures that best correspond to the building floor plan. )

233233

233233

233233

234234 234234

234234234234

(with 3rd grab bar) (with 3rd grab bar)

(without 3rd grab bar) (without 3rd grab bar)

233233

II17



PageCommercial Bathtubs

18
” 

ex
ac

t

28” min.

34
” 

m
ax

.

Hatched areas denote 
locations of grab bars

60 x 48 clear space for 
perpendicular approach 
to a tub with an “in tub” 

seat.

A 5’ circle is shown to 
depict an adequate 

amount of maneuvering 
space.  A maximum of 

8” encroachment is 
permitted beneath the 

sink.

A minimum of 36” x 48” 
clear space is required 

in front of the toilet.

A hand held shower spray with 
a hose at least 60” long is 

required with all accessible 
tubs.

If enclosure are installed, 
they shall not obstruct 

controls or transfer into the 
tub.  Enclosures shall not 
have tracks mounted on 

tub’s rims.

Hot water and drain 
pipes under accessible 
lavs shall be insulated 
or otherwise covered.

234234

235235

238238

233233

200200

199199

234234

II18

215215

This bar is omitted if there
is a seat at the head of the tub.



Page

Flexible hose 
within a sanitary 

facility can 
greatly improve 
the accessibility 

of the tub.

Grab bars and 
adequate maneuvering 

space in front of the 
water closet are 

provided to facilitate 
the use of the vanity.

Commercial Bathtubs II19
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121121

125125

124124

128128

124124

123123

II20Projections and Hazards



PageProjections and Hazards

Railings are installed to 
deter the public from 
walking underneath an 
overhead hazard.

Drinking fountains are
set within an alcove to
prevent a projection 

hazard.

If projecting features are not 
located within an alcove, then 
the lowest portion to these 
features must be within 27” 
from the finish floor.

128128

124124

II21



PageProjections and Hazards

MetroLink Train Station Platform

Transit boarding platforms 
shall have a detectable 
warning texture.

Loading Dock

Loading dock areas do not 
require warning textures.

131131

II22



PageDrinking Fountains

254254

259259

258258 259259
255255

259259

II23

The drinking fountains are 
required to be accessible for 
persons using wheelchairs      

and persons who have 
difficulty stooping.

Hence, hi and low drinking 
fountains.



PagePhones

264264

265265

268b268b

268c268c

II24

268a268a

264264



PagePhones

27
”

Max. 27” above the 
floor To prevent a
projection hazard

271d271d

Text type 
phones are 
provided for 
the speech 
impaired.

Directional Signage
for text type phones

30 x 48 clear space

II25



PageATMATMs
The 30” x 48” clear 

space for SIDE 
approach (see below 
for reach ranges for 

ATMs and accessory 
items.

The 30” x 48” clear 
space for FRONT 

approach (see 
below for reach 

ranges for ATMs 
and accessory 

items.

h

362362
362362

II26



PageRetail

Stockroom

5% of all fitting 
rooms are required to be 
accessible.  See page II 30.

The employee side 
of cashier stations 
need to be  
accessible.  See  
page II  29.

Stock rooms 
have different
aisle widths. 

See next page.

348348

354354

Theft prevention 
barriers shall be 
designed with a 

minimum 32” wide 
opening.

355355

II27
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PageRetail

See Table 11B-2 to determine the number of 
accessible check stands required for the project.

350350

350350

351351

II29



PageRetail/Library

Isometric view of an 
accessible fitting room

354d354d

354d354d
354e354e

354a354a
354c354c

II30

330330 330330

LIBRARY



PageLibraries
In existing buildings (Sec. 1106B.4.2, Excep. #1):
1. 15% or less of the total amount of library shelving may be located on an

inaccessible mezzanine level.
2 Book stacks that are restricted to employee use are exempt from these 

accessibility standards.

Librarian
computers

Multimedia/
conference
room

A minimum of 5% 
(but not less than 

one) of each type of 
use at fixed counter 

locations are to 
accessible. (34” 

max. counter height 
and adequate knee 
space clearance).

Assistive - listening 
systems are required
for assembly area, 
conference room

and meeting rooms.
See next page.

312312

II31

167167

330330

330330



PageAssistive Listening Devices

A portable assisted listening
device must be provided.

Conference Room, Multipurpose Rooms, 
Theaters, Stadiums, places of assembly.

312312

315315

314314

313313

316316

316316

316316

316316

316316

316316313313

II32



PageOffice/ Bank
HALLWAY/

C
O

R
R

ID
O

R

D
E

P
O

S
IT

 S
LI

P
 C

O
U

N
TE

R

Employee break room needs
accessible maneuvering 
space, sinks & counters 
cannot exceed 34” high.

5% of all counters (that contains 
more than one transaction) shall
be made accessible.  Counters 
on (the customer side) shall have
a maximum height of  34” 
with the appropriate knee space
clearances (see below).

Receptionist tables are to be a 
maximum height of 34”.  Knee 
clearance is not required if 
all able-body patrons that 
arrive at the reception desk 
and conduct their business 
standing up.

Guard

Guard booths are considered employee
workstations and are not required to be 
accessible, however, a 36” clear path 
and a 32” entry way must be provided.
See page II  35.

office

Confer-
ence

office

Conference rooms may be 
required to have assisted
listening devices.  See 
page II 32 for more details. 

See next page for corridors
and obstruction
clearances along the
path of travel.

II33

167167

160160

312312

164164

161161
167167

165,166165,166

H
/C

Only the specified areas as outlined in Sec. 1105B.3.5 are to be made accessible 
when designing law enforcement facilities, fire departments, and courtrooms.373-376373-376



PageCorridors/ Hallways

123123

116116

99,10099,100

88,9588,95

117117

117117

128128117117 8888

II34
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NOTE: General Employee Areas are "those areas commonly used by multiple em ployees, such as restrooms, break
rooms, conference and meeting space, etc." Even when these areas are restricted for employee use only, they
must comply with Title 24 accessibility requirements.

NOTE: Specific W ork Stations is intended to mean “places where individuals do their work, such as a chef’s chopping
block in a commercial restaurant or a com puter term inal in an office.”  These work stations are not required
to be accessible themselves, except that aisle and floor and level requirements must be m et and entryways
must be at least 32" in clear width.

• Employee areas shall conform  to all requirements of the Office of the State Architect/Access Compliance
Section in the California Building Code, Plum bing Code, and Electrical Code.          (1123B.1)

• Specific work stations, w ith the exception of work stations in sales facilit ies, check stands, ticket booths, and
other work stations w ith specific requirements contained in other portions of the regulations, need only com ply
with aisle width and floors and levels, and entry-ways shall be 32" in clear w idth. (1123B.2)

• Employee work areas shall be accessible by m eans of 36" minimum aisle and 32" m inimum clear opening
door w idth. (1105B.3.2.3, 1105B.3.3.2, & 1108B.5)

General Employee Areas are
"those areas commonly used by
multiple employees, such as
restrooms, break rooms,
conference and meeting space,
etc." Even when these areas are
restricted for employee use only,
they m ust com ply with Title 24
accessibility requirements.

Specific W ork Stations is intended to
mean “places where individuals do
their work, such as a chef’s
chopping block in a comm ercial
restaurant or a computer terminal in
an office.”  These work stations are
not required to be accessible
themselves, except that aisle and
floor and level requirements must be
met and entryways m ust be at least
32" in clear width.

For example: 

y conference rooms
y employee break rooms
y concession and                        
refreshment sales areas.

For example:

y D.J. Booths
y Rooms that contain:
     surgery rooms
     recording studio booths
     small theater projection                 
   rooms (Sec. 1116B.2.3)
y Sm all waitress stations
y Hazardous material storage       
equipment use by specially      
trained individuals:
    

Employee Work Space II35



PageRestaurant 
Each dining, banquet and bar area shall have at least one wheelchair space for each 20 restaurant seats.

6"

Ramp Dn

Kitchen

Sunken
Dance 
Floor

6” step

Courtesy of  C. Nuezca

x

x 36
” 
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Kitchen areas and 
walk-in- freezers 
are not required to be 
accessible.  However, a 
minimum 36” clear 
path is required to the 
entrance of the freezer.

Flip up counters can not be
used as an accessible 
seating location. 
See next page.

Path of travel to the 
restrooms cannot  pass
thru the kitchen, 
see page I  27.

Bar seating having
a window view 

shall be accessible.

Accessible seats 
shall be integrated 
with general seating 
to avoid having one 
area specifically 
highlighted as the 
area for persons 
with disabilities.

Accessible seats can 
not be located within 
the aisle area.

At least 5% of the 
seating in all 
functional areas is 
to be accessible.
See next page.

322322

Accessible seat  at 
the bar shall not have
partitions to obstruct 
the patron’s view of 
the bar area. 
See next page.

Condiment section 
area shall be within 
reach ranges. See 
next page.

323323

DJ booth is considered an employee
work space and is not required to 
be accessible, however, it should 
be on a level floor with a min. 32”
wide pathway.  See page II  35.

II36

325325

326326

322322

321321 160note160note



PageRestaurant
An accessible seat can not be
located at a flip counter.

min. 36”

Reach range details at the condiment
table provides important information 
to the woodwork fabricators.

A person in a wheelchair
must be able to see 
behind the counter.  There 
should not be any obstruction
immediately in front of the 
accessible seat.

325325

167167

II37



PageTheater/ Stadiums/ Religious Facilities

Stage

concession

Wheel chair seating 
with a companion seat 

shall be provided in 
a variety of locations 
if the seating capacity 

of the building 
exceeds 300.

H/C
lift

Balconies

Balconies

In a theater, auditorium 
& assembly halls, 

both the customer & 
employee sides of the

ticket booths and 
concession stands shall 

be made accessible.

In sports related 
facilities (i.e. stadium),  
the customer side of the 

ticket booth shall be 
made accessible, 

however, the employee 
side may be accessible 

(i.e. optional)

Semi-ambulatory  seating 
shall be provided,  
see next page.

Seats with removable or 
folding arm rests shall 
be provided, see next 
page.

Performance platforms, 
media cockpit, and band/ 
orchestra pits shall be 
accessible.

O
rc

he
st

ra
 P

it

342342

341341

Path of travel

II38

Assisted listening devices 
maybe required, 
see page II   43.

306306 Religious facilities
are exempt from

federal regulations
but not from state 

accessibility 
requirements



PageTransfer and Semi-ambulant Seating

No Armrest

Removable or 
Folding armrest

Aisle Transfer seats 

Semiambulant Seats

1 percent of all fixed 
seats, but not less than   
one, shall be an aisle 
transfer seat with no
armrest (on the aisle side), 
or removable or folding 
armrests (on the aisle side).
Such seating shall have 
signage at the ticket office
and on each seat notifying
patrons of the availability of
this accessible option.

1 percent of the total seating 
(including non-fixed 
seating), but not less than 
two, shall be for semi-
ambulant individuals (these 
seats do not have to be 
adjacent to the aisle way).  

304304

297297

x

II39



PageWheelchair Seats
Aisle

Each wheelchair seating
position must adjoin an 
egress route which 
does not cross through 
other seating positions,
therefore, this design is 
not acceptable. 

336336 Accessible seating 
with front or rear 
entry requires a 
length of 48”. 

Accessible seating 
with side entry  
requires a length
of 60”. 

x

336336

335335

Companion fixed
seat should always 
be adjacent to the 
wheelchair seat.

II40
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Yes

Accessible Seating in an Large Assembly Areas

Semi-ambulatory 
seating

Does the assembly area
have fixed seating?

Accessible seats 
are not required.

Seats with no armrest, or, with 
removable or folding armrest

Wheelchair and companion 
seating areas

1

Determine the total  number of
seats in the assembly area

Check all of the following items for compliance

At least one percent (1%) of
the total seating  but not 
less than two seats must

be provided. See page II  39
for details and requirements.

For each wheelchair space there
shall be a fixed companion seat.

Section 1104B.3.5, 

The total number of
seats exceeds 300.
Section 1104B.3.5

The total number of
seats does not exceeds 300.

Section 1104B.3.5, Exception

The accessible viewing position 
DOES NOT have a line of sight 
greater than  five percent (5%).

See next page.

The accessible viewing position 
has a line of sight 

greater than five percent (5%).
See next page.  

Wheelchair seating area can be 
clustered in one location.  

Section 1104B.3.5, Exception

Seats for the physically impaired will
be the most economically priced.

Each wheelchair location shall
have a minimum clear floor

space and maneuvering space.
See page II  40.

An accessible route must connect 
the wheelchair seating locations
with the  performance area, stage,
arena  floor,  locker room, etc…. 

Wheelchair seating area CANNOT
be clustered in one location.  

designated wheelchair space must
be provided in a variety of locations. 

At least one percent (1%) of
the total seating  but not 
less than one seat  must

be provided. See page II  39
for details and requirements.

No
Yes

Yes
No

297297
296296

364364

297297

302302

305305

The Code does not require these 
seats to be dispersed thru-out 
the assembly area.

The Code does not require these 
seats to be dispersed thru-out 
the assembly area.

Is this an assembly area
for a hotel or motel ? No

Accessible seating are not required
to be provided  in a variety of locations.

298298
296note296note

2 3

299299
Provide signage 
on each seat
and post it at the
ticketing office

II41

299299

Difference 
In admission

fees

Except in dinner theaters 
where accessible seats 
(5% of all seating) shall 
have 34” high dining tables
and adequate knee space 
clearances.



PageLine of Sight

Horizon

D
ow

n

Where the seating capacity of the assembly area 
does not exceed 300, accessible viewing positions
may be clustered in one location with sight lines
sloping  greater than 5%.  
Section 1104B.3.5, Exception.

299299

5% viewing position

II42



PageAssisted Listening Devices

A portable assistive listening
device must be provided.

Conference Room, Multipurpose Rooms, 
Theaters, Stadiums, places of assembly.

312312

315315

314314

313313

316316

316316

316316

316316

316316

316316313313

II43



PageMedical Clinics.
At least one accessible entrance shall be protected 
from the weather by a canopy.

Passenger loading zone shall have:
1. 60”wide  x 20’ long adjacent and 

parallel to the vehicle pull-up space.
2. The surface shall not exceed a slope of 1:50.
3. Minimum vertical clearance of 114”
4. 6” curb or a 36” wide detectable 

warning between the driveway and 
pedestrian walkway.

36” min.
aisle

5’ circle or T – shaped 
maneuvering space

Typical patient room layout; restrooms shall 
comply with 1115B (See Page ).

NOTE: Surgery rooms and rooms that contain equipments for specially trained employees are exempt 
from accessibility requirements. (i.e. CAT –Scan machines rooms, Intensive Care Unit, etc.)

338b338b

338a338a

334334

2929

Parking

3030

33
5-

33
7

33
5-

33
7

II44
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PageParking for Medical Bldg.
Since the L.A. Building Code does not have a definition for outpatient facility, 
The Disabled Access Section will adopt the following interpretation published
by the federal government describing the intent of “outpatient facilities” 
as it relates to accessible parking stalls.

II45



PageElevators

384384

384384

384384

384384

II46
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12’ max. height difference
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Accessibility  
in Apartments, Hotels, 

Motels and Other 
Residential Facilities



PageGeneral Residential Requirements

1. Sec. 205 Dormitory is a room occupied by more than two guests. (DSA/AC).
2. Sec. 205 Dormitory is a room occupied by more than two persons. (HCD1/AC)

III1

Chapter 11A                              

•New privately funded apartment 
3 units or more.

•New publicly funded apartment
1 unit or more.

•Existing private apartments are 
exempt.

As listed in Sec. 1111B.4:
•Existing publicly funded
apartments 3 units or more.

Chapter 11B             

•Private dormitory 2
•Private homeless shelter

•Public dormitory 1
•Public homeless shelter

Hotels & motels, inns, halfway 
houses.

New artist -in -residence (max. 2
artist) & adaptive reuse with 
no employees and not open to
the public.

No requirements for hotels &
motels

No requirements for artist –in
-residence.



PageAdaptive Reuse III2



Page
III3Applicability Flow Chart

Publicly 
Funded 
Residential 
Facilities

Existing 
Construction
1134B

•Apartments
•Homeless shelters
1111B.5   
Chapter  11A

•Dormitories
(public)
1111B.   
Chapter  11A

Hotels &
motels, 
transient 
lodging
1111B.4    

Apartments
1105.A.1  
Chapter  11A

•Homeless shelters
•Dormitories (private)
•Time share
91.101.17.9.1   
Chapter  11A

YES
N

O

Existing 
buildings
are exempt
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PageChapter 11A   Housing -Applicability

A. Newly Constructed Multi-Family Dwellings

Access and adaptability requirements apply to newly 
constructed -privately funded1, multi-family dwelling
units as follows:

1. Apartment buildings with three or more dwelling units.
2. Condominiums with four or more dwelling units.
3. Lodging houses 2 , when used as a residence with three 

or more guest rooms.
4. Congregate residences 2 

5. Dwellings with three or more efficiency units 2 or Section 17958.1 
of the California Health and Safety Code.

6. Shelters for the homeless, not otherwise subject to the disabled 
access provisions of  the Division of the State Architect, Access
Compliance (DSA/AC).

7. Dormitories with three or more guest rooms 2
8. Time –share dwellings with three or more units, except for

condominiums covered in item#2 above.
9. Other Group R Occupancies in covered multifamily dwellings

which are regulated by the Office of the State Fire Marshal. 
(See Section 101.17.14).

Footnote:
1. Sec. 1102.A.14, Newly Constructed is a building that has never before

been used or occupied for any purpose.
2. As defined in Chapter 2 of the 2002 Los Angeles California Building Code.

III4



PageChapter 11A   Housing -Applicability

Each building on a building site shall be considered separately when 
determining applicability of these regulations  (Section 1119A.1).
(i.e. a group of privately funded duplexes built on one lot is exempt 
from accessibility compliance unless it is publicly funded).

III5

B. Alterations & Repairs to an 
Existing Multifamily Dwellings

• Existing privately –funded multifamily dwellings are exempt from 
from accessibility requirements provided, that the scope of the project 
does not remove any existing accessibility features.  (For example: 
removing an existing wheelchair lift is prohibited).

• Existing publicly –funded multifamily dwellings are not exempt
from accessibility requirements and are subject to the regulations 
under Sec. 1134B.

C. Addition to an 
Existing  Multifamily Dwellings

• The following shall comply with the accessibility  requirements:
1. Only the new ground floor units in a non-elevator building.
2. All new units in an elevator building.

D. Change of Use into a Multi-Family 
Dwellings

• The conversion of nonresidential buildings into apartments, condo-
miniums, time share units, privately funded shelters for homeless 
persons, dormitories and other types of dwelling containing sleeping 
accommodations with common toilet or cooking facilities is exempt
from these regulations



Page

4. Townhouse Units are a multistory dwelling 
unit.

NOTE! “Townhouse” type  units do not pertain to the type 
of ownership but rather the layout of the dwelling unit. 
(These units must have an interior staircase).

Apartments

3. Flat Units are single story units.

1. Accessibility-is the combination of various elements in a building
or area which allows access, circulation and the full use the building

and facilities by persons with physical disabilities.

2. Adaptable Dwelling Unit- is an accessible dwelling unit within
a covered multifamily building as designed with elements and spaces allowing
the dwelling unit to be adapted or adjusted to accommodate the user.  
See Section 1109A and 1112A.

Definition:
III6



PageBuildings with Multiple Ground Floor

Ground
Floor

Ground
Floor

1

2 3

4

III7

Ground Floor is the floor of a building with a building entrance 
on an accessible route.  A building may have one or more ground 
floor.  Where the first floor containing dwelling units in a building 
is above grade, all units on that floor  must be served by a building 
entrance on an accessible route.  This floor will be considered to be 
the ground floor.



PageApplicability

1. Determine the ground floor level (the first floor 
containing dwelling units above grade).  A buildings can 
have multiple ground floors (see previous page ).

2. All ground floors are required to be accessible with the 
exception of  townhouse units (i.e. need an elevator, 
ramps, or a level path).

3. An elevator must be installed to provide access from the 
subterranean level to the ground floor units.

Common 
Garage

Ground floor

elevator
Non -accessible 
penthouse level

1

5

2 3 4

Subterranean

Follow these steps to determine which units 
are to be adaptable.

NOTE! If the elevator would continue to the penthouse level

Unit 5 would have to be adaptable. 
(ELEVATORS CREATE MULTIPLE GROUND FLOORS).

III8



PageCarriage Units

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3 Unit 4

Street level

Ground floor

Exempt: 1,2,3,4
Adaptable: none

Step #2 provide an accessible path to the ground floor units.
An elevator or ramp must be installed to provide access from the
subterranean level to the ground floor units.

Step #1 identify the ground floor level.
This must be the ground floor level (the dwelling unit that is
closest to grade).  

Carriage Units –units that are located above private garages serving the 
units.

III9



PageFlat Units

1 2 3 4
Ground
floor

Ground
floor

Ground #2
Floor in an
Elevator bldg.

1 2

3 4 5 6

Elevators create multiple ground floors.

Elevators Building :
Exempt: 7
Adaptable : 1,2,3,4,5,6

Non-elevator Building
Exempt: 3,4,5,6,7
Adaptable : 1,2

St
ai

rc
as

e 
or

 e
le

va
to

r
to

 th
e 

2nd
flo

or
.

Exempt: 5
Adaptable: 1,2,3,4

7

5

All ground floor “flat units” must be accessible and adaptable.

III10



PageReview

Ground floor

Street level

3 4

7

5 6

1 2

1. Determine the ground floor level (the level that is 
closest to grade).  
Unit 1 & 2 are closest to grade.

2. All ground floors are required to be accessible.
(i.e. need an elevator, ramps, or a level path).
An elevator must be installed to provide access   
to Unit 1 & 2.

Common 
Garage

3. Elevators create multiple ground floors.  Which 
ever level the elevator stops, that level would 
also become a ground floor. 
Therefore, units 3,4,5 & 6 shall be accessible.  
Unit 7 is exempt.

III11



PageUnits with Private Garages

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Living room &
kitchen beyond

Living room &
kitchen beyond

Living room &
kitchen beyond

8’-2” headroom 
clearance is not 
required in a private 
garage if:

15’

Exempt: 1, 2,3
Adaptable: none

If the finish floor of the house is not leveled with the garage,
a person with disabilities can exit the garage and enter the 
unit’s front door from the driveway.  This path of travel shall 
be leveled and shall not process behind parked cars.
See next page.

III12



PagePrivate Garage within an Apartment

Driveway

Unit 1 Unit 2 Unit 3

Duplex Duplex Duplex

x P.O.T.

If the finish floor of the house is not leveled with the garage,
a person with disabilities can exit the garage and enter 
from the front door.  This path of travel shall be leveled and 
shall not process behind parked cars.

St
re

et

Street

III13
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5

Apartments: Flat unit- Addition

Comments: no elevator, therefore,
no new ground floor unit

-addition
-existing

1 2 3 4

Subterranean Garage

Additional unit to an existing apartment is required
to be adaptable if:
1. It creates new ground floor area (see page III7) and
2. Creates a new unit

Exempt: 1,2,3,5
Adaptable: 4

432

5

1

Exempt: 1,2,3,4,5
Adaptable: none

Ground
floor

Ground
floor

Comments: no elevator, however,
one new ground floor unit

-addition
-existing

Subterranean Garage

III14



PageApartments: Flat unit- Addition

Ground
floor

Not a ground
Floor

1 2

3 4

5 6 7 8

9

Exempt: 1,3,4,5,6,7,8,9
Adaptable: #2

Not a ground
Floor

Comments: no elevator, however,
one new ground floor unit

-addition
-existing

III15



PageDefinition of a Townhouse Type Units
Townhouse type units are considered multistory dwelling units.

Townhouse type units with all it’s accessory use (i.e. pools, rec. 
rooms, gym, parking, etc…) are exempt if they are not within an 
elevator building (see next page).

Living/
Kitchen

Bedrooms Bedrooms Bedrooms

Living/
Kitchen

Living/
Kitchen

Interior staircase

If a townhouse is located within an elevator building, 
the primary entry floor shall contain a bathroom or 
powder room usable to a person in a wheelchair (see 
next page).

III16

Multistory dwelling unit is a dwelling unit with finished living space
located on one floor and the floor or floors immediately above or below it.



PageTownhouse Type Units (Elevator Bldg.)

1 2

3

Ground floor

Ground floor

Subterranean

Subterranean

Ground floor

1 2

3

Exempt: none
Adaptable powder room: 1,2,3

The elevator provides access 
to two levels.*

Exempt: 1,2
Adaptable powder room:3

The elevator provides access 
to only one level.*

III17

*need to provide a path of travel from the accessible parking stalls.



PageTownhouse Type Units (Non-elevator Bldg.)

1

1

Exempt: 1,2,3
Adaptable powder room: none

Stairway leads from the 
garage to all the units

Exempt: 1,2,3
Adaptable powder room: none

Elevator that leads to the exterior
portion of the building, is not considered 
an elevator building since it only 
provides access to ground floor level.

III18
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PageFlat Units with Townhouse

The exempt multi-story townhouse type unit does 
not establish the ground floor.   Therefore, units 
#1 & #2 are considered ground floor units.
(i.e. provide an elevator or ramp).

Exempt:3,4,5
Adaptable:1,2

1 2

3 4 5

#5, #6, & #7 are townhouse units located above 
“flat units”.  These townhouse units are exempt  
since this is not an elevator building.

Exempt:5,6,7
Adaptable:1,2,3,4

5 6 7

1 2 3 4

III19



PageSite Development
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

See page III 25 for 
additional pool 
requirements.

Each building on a building site shall be considered separately when 
determining applicability of these regulations  (Section 1119A.1).
(i.e. a group of privately funded duplexes built on one lot are exempt 
from accessibility compliance).

III20



PageSite Development

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

Playgrounds 
and tennis 
courts are 
accessible by 
means of 
ramps

Mail box kiosk 
to be 
located on an 
accessible 
route

III21

405405

401401

For buildings without the elevator and steep sites, 
check design   criteria in Section 1119A for Site 

Analysis Test No.1, 2 or 3. 



PageSite Access
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

III22

507507 508508
Laundry rooms



PageAccessible Features
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

III23

48” min. accessible route

428428410410



PageAccessible Features
These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements of the building.

III24

See page III 26-27 for more information.



PageAccessible Features
See page III34 

for kitchen 
details

III25

Access into the pool is 
required.  These conditions 
are outlined below.

This lift complies 
with the requirements 
as outlined below.

This type does not comply: 
1. No rigid seat
2. No unassisted operation
3. No armrest
4. No seat belts

This type does not comply: 
1. No armrest
2. No occupant seat 

restraint

516516



PageElevators

384384

384384

384384

384384

For elevator requirements,
please refer to 1110A

III26
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Handicap Lifts

287287

287287

288288

287287

Lift mounted to stairways
is not acceptable because 
it does not have the 
“sufficient size to accom-
modate large motorized
wheelchairs” 

X
285285

III27

54”



PageHandicap Lifts III28



PageApartment Parking

(visitor parking)

(visitor parking)

(visitor parking)

418418
422422

420420

424424423423

417417 419419

424424

420420 422422
418418

417417 419419

423423

423423 424424

420420 422422 418418

417417 419419

III29



PageHazards and Corridors

These details are shown to 
illustrate the importance of 
accessibility to all features 

and elements in the building.

548548
469469

463463

549549

549b549b

546546549c549c

III30



PageDoors and Landings

505505

463463

464464

III31



PageApartment Doors and Landings

Min. 36” landing

Min. 44” landing

Min. 60” landing

18” strike edge 
clearance are 
required at all 
doors.

12” push side 
clearance are
not required 
at any doors.

At primary entrance
To a dwelling unit,
Permanently wired
Door buzzers, 
Bells, or chimes 
Are to be mounted 
48” above the floor.

Peep holes are
not required to 
be installed.

For publicly funded 
apartment, the hallway 
shall be a min 48” 
wide (1107.A.4).

Section 1108A (SFM & DSA/AC; not adopted by HCD1/AC)  
(This is ONLY applicable to publicly funded apartments)
–All required exits are to be accessible, since an elevator provides access to the 2nd floor, it also
creates a trap for a disabled occupant, since the elevators are programmed to return to the ground 
floor 
during a fire. For this reason, every new elevator building must have a SUPERVISED sprinkler 
system or a fire rated, area of evacuation assistance (AEA).   Typically, AEA’s is located in a stair 
shaft and is situated to not create an obstruction for occupants exiting the stairway.

III32
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PageKitchen Layouts

Bay window

5% of all privately  and publicly
funded apartment houses,                     

dormitories, and transient lodging 
units must have repositionable
sinks and 30” counters unless 
exempted otherwise (see below).

Counters:Counters:
1. 30” wide repositionable

counters OR
2. 30” wide stone/ tile 

counters OR
3. Two 15” wide bread

boards

Sinks:Sinks:
1. 30” wide repositionable

sinks and 
2. Removable underneath 

cabinets and 
3. Finish floor to continue 

beneath the sink.

All kitchens in covered units must have:
1. Lever, push-type or electronically controlled faucets (see page III 37 )
2. 30” x 48” clear access to all fixtures and appliances
3. Parallel approach to the range or cooktop
4. Parallel or perpendicular approach to the oven, dishwasher

refrigerator/ freezer and trash compactor
5. Lower shelves shall be no more than 48”  in height
6. Base cabinets directly under kitchen sink area, including toe-board and 

shelving, shall be removable to without the use of specialized tools or
knowledge.

475475

478478

476476
477477

III33

Both the repositionable sink and 
counter top can be integrated into
one unit. Section 1112A.2.

7.



PageApartments -Kitchens

1. Repositionable counter tops
2. Standard counter top
3. Repositionable sink
4. Min. 5’ clear for “U” type 

kitchens with features at the 
end of the kitchen (see page III36)

a b

c d

Repositionable Sinks Cabinets with Retractable Doors

476476
475475
474474

III34



PageClearances at Appliance

48”

Parallel approach must be 
provided at each cook top 
(except  for U shaped kitchen, 
see next page), therefore, the
cooking appliance cannot be
located in the corner of the kitchen.

473473

473473

473473

III35



PageU-Shape Kitchen
474474

474474

474474

Fixtures shall be provided to allow a 
parallel approach, or the base cabinets
shall be removable at that location to a 
height of 27 inches above the floor to
allow knee space for a forward approach.

474474

III36

is not req’d.

is not req’d.



PageRemovable Cabinets

474474

481481
Faucet controls shall be operable 
with one hand  and shall not require
tight grasping, pinching or grasping.

These types of faucets
are not acceptable.

480480

III37



PageRemovable Cabinets

Finish flooring to continue below 

III38



PageTypical Kitchen Layout

474474

48
” 

m
in

.

48
” 

m
in

.

473,474473,474
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PageTypical Kitchen Layout

474474

474474

CL

If only a parallel
approach is provided, 
then the appliance
would need to be
relocated to allow the 
centerline of both the
refrigerator and the clear 
space to be aligned.

48
” 

m
in

.

48
”

III40



PageApartment Bathrooms

Use this table when only one complying bathroom is designed to be accessible.

Use this table when the building is designed to have ALL bathrooms to be adaptable

1. Minimum 36” wide accessible 
route within each bathroom.

2. Wall reinforcement for future
grab bar installations
consistent with Section 1109A.

3. General door  width and strike 
side.

4. Title 24, Part 3, Calif. Elect. 
Code

In addition to the requirements of 
Table 1109A.2-2, all bathrooms
shall conform to the following 
general accessibility requirements:

Most designers 
prefer this 

option.  This 
will be the 

option that is 
discussed in this 

lecture.

Table 1109A.2-2

Table 1109A.2-1

The designer has an
option of making

all or just one 
bathroom to be

adaptable.

III41



PageApartment Showers

36” la
nding

18”Min.

34
” 

m
ax

.

18
”
ex

act

18”

18”

1. The finish flooring shall continue beneath the lavatory and be extended to the back of the wall
AND

a. The space beneath the lavatory is left clear and unobstructed  OR
b. Any cabinet beneath the lavatory is removable without the use of specialized 

knowledge or specialized tools  OR
c. Doors to the cabinet beneath the lavatory are removable or openable to provide

the required unobstructed knee and maneuvering spaces.

O
bs

tru
ct

io
n

i.e
. S

tru
ct

ur
al

 co
lu

m
n

A 5’ circle is shown 
to depict an 
adequate amount of 
maneuvering space.  
A max. of 8” 
encroachment 
beneath the sink is 
permitted.

A minimum of 36” x 48” 
clear space is required 

in front of the toilet.

1. Max. slope of ½ inch per foot
2. Drains to be 6” for rear wall
3. Slip resistant tiles
4. ½” 45 degree beveled threshold

6”

Shower stall shall 

measure 

42” x 48” deep

30 x 48 
clear space

No requirements 
for the location 

or mounting height
483483

501501

482482

505b505b

486486

487487

505b505b

487487
505c505c

501501

501501

III42



PageApartment Bathtubs

18
” 

ex
ac

t

34
” 

m
ax

.

Hatched areas denote 
locations of grab bars

30 x 48 clear space
(48” must be parallel to tub)

A 5’ circle is shown to 
depict an adequate 

amount of maneuvering 
space.  A max. of 8” 

encroachment beneath 
the sink is permitted.

A minimum of 36” x 48” 
clear space is required 

in front of the toilet.

A shower spray unit is not 
required in an accessible tubs

Table 1109A.2-2, #5

If enclosures are installed, 
they shall not obstruct 

controls or transfer into the 
tub.  Enclosures shall not 
have tracks mounted on 

tub’s rims.

Hot water and drain 
pipes under accessible 
lavs shall be insulated 
or otherwise covered.  
Removable cabinets 
with adequate knee 

space are acceptable, 
provided the bathroom 
has space to allow  for 
parallel approach by a 
person in a wheelchair.

505c505c

499499

500500

486486

483483

Grab bars are shown 
for references, these 
items are not required
to be installed.

505c505c
18” 

Min.

487487
505b505b

505b505b
18”Min.

36” la
nding

482482

487487

A bathtub may be 
installed without 
surrounding walls 
provided the 
reinforced areas 
Allow floor mounted 
grab bars.  
1109A.7

III43
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PageHotels/ Motels/ Transient Lodging III44

See Table 11B-3 below for the min. number of 
restrooms that must comply with:

1. Doors shall not swing into the floor space 
required for any fixtures

2. All fixtures and controls shall be on an 
accessible route.  

3. There must be a 30 x 60 clear floor space 
within the restroom.

4. Lavatory and/or mirror shall comply with 
Sec. 1115B.9.

5. Tubs and showers shall comply with  
Sec. 1115B.6.1.

6. Toilets stall shall comply with Sec. 1109A.3
(min. toilet seat height of 15”)

7. Water closet shall comply with Sec. 1115B.
8. Controls and dispensers, Sec. 1111B.4.6.5

Bathrooms beyond those specified in Table 11B-3 
shall comply with:
1. All bathroom fixtures are in a location that 

allows a person in using a wheelchair 
measuring 30 x 48 to touch all the fixtures.
(No maneuvering space is required).

2. All bathrooms entrance doors have a clear 
width of 32”  and shall  be either sliding 
door or swing in the direction or egress.  

Restrooms Kitchens Misc.

1111B.4.4 Kitchen facilities. When 
accommodations are provided with
kitchen units, accessible kitchens 
shall be provided to those accom-
modations required to be accessible
in conformance with Table 11B-3, 
and shall meet the requirements
of section 1112A (see page III  33).

560560

557557



PageBedrooms in Residential Facilities Under 1111B

36
”

36
”

All accessible sleeping rooms 
shall have a 36” clear width 
maneuvering space located 
along both sides of the bed,
except that where two beds
are provided a 36” wide space
can be located between the beds.

Bathrooms shall be
designed in accordance 
with Section 1111B.4.6.
Private dorms are not 
subject to Chapter 11B

Visual notification device for 
door bells and telephone rings.

Phone connections 
for text phones.

Electrical outlet 
for text phone.

Max. 48” separation between
Electrical outlet and phone jack.Telephone with 

volume control that is 
capable of 12dbA to 
18dbA above normal.

Visual alarm (strobe 
lights) that is 
connected to the 
building emergency
alarm system

561561

567567

567b567b567c567c

567c567c 567c567c

567567c

III45
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